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What encrypted storage & server solutions do government 
agencies rely on for security, reliability and performance?

Data falling into the wrong hands can be disastrous for governments, and especially the military. Strict military-grade data security is an absolute 

must for compliance with requirements such as TAA, CMMC and COO USA/Assembled in USA along with NIST’s latest FIPS 140-3 Level 3 

certification. It can contribute to compliance with the Risk Management Framework and FIPS 800-171.

Kingston is the world’s largest manufacturer of third-party memory and hardware-encrypted USB solutions with its IronKey drives.

For quality, reliability, price and performance, Kingston is the smarter choice, that offers support services for Kingston products to Kingston 

Technology end users, resellers and service providers, including:

more >>

Data security for government agencies

• Cost savings with third-party memory – Kingston system-

specific server memory is ideal for customers who use OEM 

branded server systems. Designed and tested to guarantee 

compatibility at a much lower cost.

• Samples – In order to make sure that the product is an 

appropriate solution, Kingston offers free evaluation samples     

for testing that will ship directly to you.

• Dedicated sales & engineering support – To ensure that you 

have a direct contact point at Kingston, you will have a dedicated 

sales and engineering support team to help with any questions 

and support.

• Diversity spend – Kingston is nationally certified by the Southern 

California Minority Supplier development council as a minority 

owned organization. In many cases this allows our customers to 

claim tier 1 or tier 2 diversity spend.

• Advance RMA / Cross-ship – Kingston will ship a replacement 

system specific memory module, Server Premier memory module 

or SSD immediately and directly to the end user.

• KingstonCare – Ask about our KingstonCare, for more 

information on our service offerings.

#KingstonIsWithYou



Data security for government agencies

Kingston provides efficient solutions for government, defense and intelligence agencies — and the civilian companies that contract with 

them. As these organizations work to comply with a lengthening list of legislative requirements and protocols designed to protect sensitive 

data in transit and at rest, Kingston’s encrypted storage solutions meet core functional needs. They’re designed to protect data inside and 

outside the firewall, ensuring advanced security and application efficiency for data centers, workstations and mobile, virtual and cloud 

environments. And outside the firewall, our encrypted SSDs and encrypted USB flash drives provide an important extra layer of protection 

against costly data breaches.
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Hardware-based encrypted USB flash drives

Kingson IronKey is the best-known hardware-encrypted USB brand for high-security minded government 
entities. Its TAA and CMMC compliant storage drives use the strongest AES 256-bit hardware encryption in 
XTS mode and comply with the latest FIPS 140-3 Level 3 certification.

IronKey provides secure USB drives that allow you to remain compliant with NIST and government 
procurement regulations and standards, with features you can count on.

    Hassle-free return policy

    Product configurator with the industry’s most    
      extensive database of memory products

    Dedicated sales team

    24/7 tech support

    Rigorous product testing

Enterprise SSDs

Kingston’s enterprise SATA 3.0 and NVMe Data Center (DC) SSDs are designed with a stringent
set of development requirements and a thorough testing process. This results in consistency for
workloads that require a balance of high random read-and-write IOPS performance. Power failure
features keep mission-critical environments up and running all day, every day.

Memory

Kingston invests extensive resources in the development and testing of its modules to ensure the
outstanding performance, stability, long-term reliability and low TCO that make Kingston server
memory the industry standard worldwide.

More than storage and server solutions for government, resources to drive 
your business forward. 

All Kingston products are backed by the support of a company with a 35+ year track record of
product reliability and a commitment to our channel partners. 

To learn more, visit kingston.com

Throughout the sales cycle, Kingston makes sure you have the resources and support you need to keep your 
customers happy — and your business moving forward .

#KingstonIsWithYou


